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Innovation highlights
The 11 best innovations for 2011

CLEEn innovations
How collaboration is supporting ABB’s research and 

development work

The smart eVolution
eVD4 brings simplicity and reliability to medium-voltage 

distribution networks

A seismic switch
Certified switchgear for nuclear power plants is providing a 

critical link in the chain

Driving value
Sophisticated ring-geared mill drives from ABB (Part 1)

onshore and onboard
Looking at the shoreside and shipside technologies and the 

case for standardization in shore-to-ship power

The five-level converter
ANPC-5L technology and the ACS 2000 drive

harvest time
Harvesting energy to create truly autonomous devices for 

industrial processes

Spark-free safety
Synchronous and induction motors and generators with 

guaranteed spark-free operation

Motoring ahead
Synchronous motors controlled by variable-speed drives are 

bringing higher efficiencies to many industrial applications

The other alternative fuel
Energy efficiency is a critical part of a sustainable energy 

policy for many power plants

Surviving a strike
ABB helps distribution transformers survive rapid voltage 

transients

Sharing values
ABB is implementing the first commercial installation of 

IEC 61850-9-2 process-bus technology

The results are in
ABB Review readership survey

oil and gas
The energy we love to hate

Energy trends
Interview with University of Texas Professor Scott W. 

Tinker, state geologist of Texas and Director of the  

Bureau of Economic Geology

In the depths of the desert
The challenges of building oil and gas infrastructure in a 

remote and inhospitable part of the Sahara Desert

Fuel from integration
Integrated solutions for coal bed methane projects

A new housing trend
Customized electrical houses are now being delivered  

with fully integrated electrical and automation systems

untroubled waters
A flexible, compact and efficient solution for oil and water 

separation technology

Testing large ASDSs
Testing adjustable speed drive systems which are bringing 

new levels of efficiency to oil and gas customers

Wise warnings
Turning process data into useful business insight using 

ABB’s online MS2

Remote inspection and intervention
Remote robotics at work in harsh oil and gas environments

A mine of efficiency
ABB is helping extend the life of the massive Aitik copper 

mine by making it more efficient

harmonizing drives
The driving force behind ABBís common drives architecture

Substation retrofit
Retrofitting Sils substation with IEC 61850 technology 

Speedy protection
ABB surge arresters for rail applications at formula-one 

speed and beyond

Smooth operation
Sophisticated ring-geared mill drives from ABB (Part 2)

Innovation Oil and gas
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A year of innovations  6   
Instruments that harvest energy  47
Motors without sparks  52 
Data sharing in substations  73
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Desert infrastructure  20 
Separating oil and water  33 
Saving power while making copper  56 
Substation retrofit with IEC 61850  67
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The frugal manufacturer
Part 1, Using energy sparingly

Efficiency with usability
ABB’s all new string inverter for photovoltaic 

systems

on-line protection
Next generation teleprotection solutions

Power on tap
A pumped storage solution to meet energy and tariff 

demand

Intelligent application
Applying intelligent equipment to bring increased 

benefits to power distributors and consumers

Software architectures that last
Intelligent software architectures create value and 

safeguard product investments in the short, medium 

and long term

Smarter recovery
Integrated Operations ñ Enabling safe and profitable 

operation of remote and mature assets

Model-based emission monitoring
PEMS: a monitoring system that uses artificial 

intelligence to reduce environmental impact

Efficient power harvesting
Low-power design of ABBís FieldKey wireless 

adapter

Getting fresh water from the sea
ABB variable speed drives turn the wheels of 

desalination technology

Downloading the cloud
The Spanish experience of smart irrigation with 

Neptuno

Managing water use responsibly
ABB technology helps the process industries 

achieve sustainable water use

AquaMaster 3TM

Remote water metering with Internet delivery of 

water-leakage management

Every drop counts
Increasing the efficiency of water distribution

Introducing SymphonyTM Plus
Total plant automation for the power generation and 

water industries

ABB service in water
Provision of eBOP service to worldís largest covered 

wastewater treatment plant

Water of life
Sustainability and energy efficiency in the water 

industry

Clever pumping
ABB all-in-one drives make the water industry's 

pumps intelligent

Submarine link
Submarine HVAC power cable to the floating oil and 

gas platform at Gjøa

The frugal manufacturer
Part 2, Analyzing industry’s commitment to  

improvement

ServicePro 3.0, global best practices
Maximizing ABB service efficiency worldwide
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A solar converter for the home  13 
Easing the peaks with pumped storage  26 
The right decisions in software architecture  41 
Artificial intelligence protecting the environment  58
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Making seawater drinkable with desalination  6 
Growing smart solutions with irrigation  11
Staying in control with remote metering  23 
Saving water is saving energy  39
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Water is an essential resource for our ecosystems and a key factor for productivity. 
With over 50 years of experience and presence in more than 100 countries 
worldwide, ABB has been providing products, solutions and services for water plants 
and networks. ABB’s complete portfolio along with specific water process know-
how, allows you to fit your needs for efficient power and automation solutions, 
meeting the rising demand for water production, transportation, distribution and 
treatment, using less energy. www.abb.com/water

Email: water.team@it.abb.com
www.abb.com/water

Efficient solutions for the water cycle.
A world where every drop counts.
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